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1. Creating 3D objects: •It allows you to visualize your ideas in 3D, or in flat CAD applications. •The model can be saved in a file format (.stl,.obj,.3ds,.fbx,.skp). •Change color, shape, size, transparency and light. •Rotate, scale, delete, copy, move, etc. •Transform your own object with constraints. •Change the color of every object in the scene individually •Remesh function: creates mesh
structures based on the surface of your object. •Rendering: choose between different rendering engines (3D studio Max, Blender, others). •Shading: choose between different types of shading. •UV (Texture) mapping: apply textures to the objects of your scene. •Movies: you can add multiple objects to a movie file to make a video. •Export to.pdf (text, vector, image,.zip),.3ds (object, scene,
animation),.stl (binary format),.fbx (binary format) and so on 2. 3D printing: •You can use the 3D objects to print them. •The file is saved in.stl format, it is easy to print the model. 3. Custom Objects: •Create your own.stl or.obj objects and then generate the prints. •Change the color, scale, shape, and transparency of the objects. •The color of the custom objects can be changed on the 3D

surface. 4. Materials: •Create custom materials (color, texture, roughness, etc.) for your.stl objects. •The material can be applied to the surface of the objects. 5. Manipulating: •Creating scenes in advance for designing (boats, airplanes, stools, more). •The scene can be saved in.dae format and applied to other scenes. 6. Designing the object: •You can design a hand-held object such as a flute
or a knife by using the constraints to create the surfaces. •It also allows you to add components such as a switch, a motor, a lever, etc. 7. Complex Objects: •Create a.stl model using the tools of the application. •You can save the file in.stl
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* Works with any resolution image, video, JPG/JPEG, BMP/GIF, PNG/PNG or any other image format. * Manipulate and edit the image and apply as the 3D models. * The application will convert the image into a 3D model where users can rotate, zoom, flip, move, and fold the models. * The output image can be saved in any image format including PSD, JPG, PNG, GIF. * Cuts and pastes
into the model. * The application automatically optimizes the model and outputs it in to a single file. * The generated file can be saved and exported as well as compressed and decompressed. * Convert the 3D model into a sheet metal model with various holes. * The application is friendly with any 3D model files. * Pasting and cutting the model works well on all versions of the 3D model. *

The application can be applied to a variety of image files. * Creating a model where you can unfold image to be withing the model. * Importing 3D models into the app. * The model output can be saved in any image format including PSD, JPG, PNG, GIF. * The application can be started with a shortcut. * User can make copies of the model using the ADD MOVE COPY SEPARATE
command. * User can draw on the model using the command, SELECT GRID and SCALES. * User can rotate and zoom the models using the TURN and ZOOM commands. * User can undo and redo. * User can fold the model using the FOLD command. * User can move the model using the MOVE command. * User can flip the model using the FLIP command. * User can delete the model

using the DEL command. * User can save the model using the SAVE command. * User can import the model into other applications using the IMPORT command. * User can export the model as a variety of image formats including JPG/JPEG, BMP/GIF, PNG/PNG. * User can export the model as a single file using the EXPORT command. * User can export a folder of models as a single
image using the EXPORT FOLDER command. * User can compress and decompress a model using the COMP and UNCOM command. * User can play 1d6a3396d6
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TouchCad

TouchCAD is a comprehensive 3D modeling and unfolding application designed arround on the ability to generate complex 3D shapes. The application can then convert them into physically buildable models.TouchCAD can be used for a wide range of tasks such as marine design, production of soft material based objects such as tents, blimps, awnings, inflatable objects, reversed engineering
where copies of existing objects are being recreated. The application can also help you design sheet metal objects, industrial and architectural design, sculptures, etc.TouchCAD can also unfold very high resolution images applied to the 3D models. TouchCAD Features: * Touch control or use any mouse. * High quality models, patented unfolding. * All the models are saved as sketches. * Full
3D animation capability. * Interactive Feature: * Take measurements * Draw lines * Cut, copy and move objects * Rotate and move the models using any three axis rotation method * Bring the model in any location. * Save as external formats including 3ds, obj, png, tif, etc. * Export and import in large and small formats. * The application can automatically unfold images applied to the 3D
models. * Export to stl, obj, dxf, pcb, pdf, or dgn. * Export the model to another project or to the World Building * Export the model to another project or to the World Building in 3ds max or Maya. * Export the model to a program or to the web * Export the model to a program or to the web in c4d, m4r, obj, or other formats. * Copy the model and remove the original copy. * Copy the
model and remove the original copy. * Move the model or objects to any location. * Remove objects and modify them, add objects. * Push and pull the objects using any three axis rotation method. * Reposition the model and rotate the objects using any three axis rotation method. * You can move or copy multiple models at a time. * Scale the model or objects using any three axis rotation
method. * You can scale or create similar objects. * You can save the whole project or selected model with any options. * You can save the whole project or selected model with any options. * One hand manipulation (design, sketching, unfolding, etc.).

What's New in the TouchCad?

TouchCAD is a comprehensive 3D modeling and unfolding application designed arround on the ability to generate complex 3D shapes. The application can then convert them into physically buildable models.TouchCAD can be used for a wide range of tasks such as marine design, production of soft material based objects such as tents, blimps, awnings, inflatable objects, reversed engineering
where copies of existing objects are being recreated. The application can also help you design sheet metal objects, industrial and architectural design, sculptures, etc.TouchCAD can also unfold very high resolution images applied to the 3D models. Requirements: 1,6 Graphics: DirectX, OpenGL Os: Win 2000 / XP / Vista / Windows 7 Additional Requirements: 1.
License:                                                                                                        &
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System Requirements For TouchCad:

* OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7 * Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor * RAM: 1 GB RAM * Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible Graphics Card * Hard Disk Space: 1 GB * Sound: DirectX Compatible Sound Card * Keyboard and Mouse: DirectX Compatible Keyboard and Mouse Love the game? Share it on: Similar games: * Game information can be edited by the developer at any
time. * All
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